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Since our inception in 2016, National Kidney Donation Organization (NKDO, née Donor to Donor) 
has focused on education and kidney donor rights advocacy as well as best practices in the living 
transplant field. In 2020, we began accepting charitable donations and sponsorships to produce a 
professional quality virtual conference featuring transplant industry experts from across the United 
States.  Those videos are available on the NKDO YouTube channel.
 
NKDO began as an organization devoted to raising awareness of the kidney crisis in this country in 
order to encourage safe living kidney donation and help potential donors to donate effectively and 
with the most protections available. Our team of 27 volunteers, all of whom are either kidney donors 
or kidney recipients, work to develop additional avenues to promote our mission. Recently we hired 
a full-time Executive Director, Lisa Emmott, to assist me in the management of NKDO, and our team 
is taking on more challenges in order to broaden our reach. This is our first of what we anticipate 
being quarterly or triannual newsletters, and we welcome this opportunity to tell you about our work.  
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Introduction

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsoS-yavRQCVl7bwcjT2iCA


Microsites for kidney patients 
seeking donors
NKDO team member and kidney transplant recipient Ellis Mirsky has been helping the National 
Kidney Registry by assisting patients in need of a donor to draft content for their own Microsites 
and provide guidance for social media campaigns to publicize their Microsites.
 
The NKR sets up a free unique website (microsite) for each patient who wants one and is registered 
for transplant at a participating NKR transplant center.

Examples of NKR Microsites:

Isaiah Jenkins Hunter Miskell Jessica Johnson Mark Boomhower

The NKR’s Microsite Program contains donor screening functionality that makes more efficient 
use of the potential donor’s time and hospital resources, including the time of transplant center 
intake personnel, by filtering out medically unqualified volunteers at an early stage of the donor 
intake process.
 
The donor screening aspect of the Microsite Program delivers a cohort of pre-qualified potential 
donors that would otherwise not be possible. For more information about microsites, please 
contact Ellis at e.mirsky@nkdo.org.

LIVING KIDNEY DONOR 
Counseling program
In Q1 2021, we initiated a program 
in conjunction with the National 
Kidney Registry, whereby donor 
candidates who have completed 
NKR’s donor questionnaire are 
given the opportunity to speak 
with an NKDO team member, 
who is also a living donor, about 
the donation process, protections 
for donors, and the experience 

of living donation. Our trained 
team of seventeen living 
donor counselors are able to 
answer questions and address 
concerns which, we expect, will 
materially increase the number 
of  candidates who  continue 
on to complete the donation 
process.

CAMPAIGN FOR MARC WEINER
At the end of 2020 we initiated a campaign to find a donor 

for Marc Weiner, a CBS executive who organized a series 
of press conferences and TV coverage on a cold day in 
Times Square, a novel and creative outreach in search 
of a donor. We set up a website, Help Marc Find a 
Kidney, which directed interested candidates to NKDO’s 
team of counselors. That effort resulted in 149 original 
respondents and, at this writing, we believe that between 
4 and 8 candidates will become non-directed donors. 

One of those donors will become a voucher donor for 
Marc, and the others have agreed to become non-directed 

donors, each of whom will initiate a kidney chain. A kidney 
chain typically generates between 3 and 5 transplants. If we have 
6 candidates complete the process, we expect to have facilitated 
approximately 24 kidney transplants for patients to come off the 
waiting list.
 
When we see future opportunities to utilize a campaign for a 
specific individual to generate multiple transplants, we plan to 
replicate and adapt this model.
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https://www.nkr.org/BCA223
https://www.nkr.org/GZV529
https://www.nkr.org/MRD322
https://www.nkr.org/USF639
https://www.kidney4marc.org/
https://www.kidney4marc.org/


mark scotch Prepares 
to ride the organ trail

NKDO team member Mark 
Scotch walked into a bar and sat 
down next to a stranger. Several 
months later, Mark donated his 
kidney to start a kidney chain and 
the stranger got a voucher which 
resulted in his newly transplanted 
kidney shortly thereafter. Now 
Mark is preparing to ride his 
bicycle from his donation center 
at UW Madison, Wisconsin to the 

recipient’s home in Natchitoches, 
Louisiana, a path he has dubbed 
“The Organ Trail”.  NKDO, NKR 
and others are sponsoring Mark 
on his ride, which will garner 
print and TV media support 
and help raise awareness of 
the kidney crisis in America. 
Mark heads out on April 25th, 
and we will be following and 
reporting on his progress.

Lobbying State & Federal legislatures 
on donor & Patient rights

The National Kidney Foundation 
leads a consortium of kidney 
advocacy and patient rights 
groups in key legislative 
lobbying efforts. NKDO has 
actively supported these efforts 
and participates in lobbying 
federal and state legislators 
on a variety of issues kidney-

NKDO’s Presence on social media

We believe strongly that the best 
way to encourage someone to 
learn more about living donation 
is to tell the personal stories 
of kidney donors and kidney 
patients. We post those stories 
often, and we vary the content 
between a diverse set of patients 

related, including the Living 
Donor Protection Act and efforts 
to curb abuse of kidney donors’ 
insurance coverage at the State 
level. NKDO will continue to 
support efforts to improve the 
protections and support available 
to both living donors and kidney 
patients.

and donors without regard to age, 
race, national origin or any other 
protected category.  Our goal is 
to ignite interest in our audience 
to learn more. Our robust social 
media efforts can be found on 
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and 
YouTube.

NKDO SOCIALS

Facebook:  
@theNKDO

Instagram:  
@the_NKDO

Twitter:  
@TheNKDO

YouTube:  
@NKDO
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Community Building

21
One Kidney clubs 

across the 
country

We have found that kidney donors are a gregarious lot who enjoy 
socializing with other donors; we enjoy each other’s company not 
only because of a powerful shared experience, but because we share 
so many personality traits in common, as Prof. Abigail Marsh has 
discovered in her research and written about in her book, The Fear 
Factor: How One Emotion Connects Altruists, Psychopaths and 
Everyone in Between.
 
Our team has actively engaged in building our community of 
donors by establishing One Kidney Clubs across the country.  
 
See here for a list of the clubs. Patty Graham and Bobby McLaughlin 
have spearheaded this effort, and they have helped create 21 
clubs across the country to date, with more on the way. If you are 
interested in starting or joining a club, please contact Bobby or Patty 
at b.mclaughlin@nkdo.org or p.graham@nkdo.org.
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https://theorgantrailhm.wordpress.com/?fbclid=IwAR0VZZhDTFPb47Ey7KdiikKkZG0RQB_Hs4Qc5EDg8MSXSOeZqqiPCAVWpnA
https://www.kidney.org/
https://www.facebook.com/TheNKDO
https://www.instagram.com/the_nkdo/
https://twitter.com/TheNKDO
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsoS-yavRQCVl7bwcjT2iCA
https://blogs.sciencemag.org/books/2017/09/05/the-fear-factor/
https://blogs.sciencemag.org/books/2017/09/05/the-fear-factor/
https://www.nkdo.org/one-kidney-clubs
mailto:b.mclaughlin%40nkdo.org?subject=
mailto:p.graham%40nkdo.org?subject=


SPONSORS
We want to thank our charitable donors and our corporate 
sponsors in 2021, Transplant Genomics, Inc (TGI) and 
NxStage. TGI is sponsoring the NKDO YouTube channel 
and we will continue to build this library of expert interviews 
as a resource for both donors and transplant recipients.

Thank you, 

Ned Brooks, CEO
nedbrooks@nkdo.org

SUPPORT OUR MISSION

https://trugraf.com/
https://www.nxstage.com/
mailto:nedbrooks@nkdo.org
https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=GDNFUQYH9URWS

